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The Currency Risk Management series offers readers, researchers, and financial
professional a time-tested training tool for understanding and working in the
increasingly complex currency markets. This series breaks new ground in simplicity,
clarity, and ease of application in risk management practice.
Baltimore's African-American population--nearly 27,000 strong and more than 90
percent free in 1860--was the largest in the nation at that time. Christopher Phillips's
Freedom's Port, the first book-length study of an urban black population in the
antebellum Upper South, chronicles the growth and development of that community. He
shows how it grew from a transient aggregate of individuals, many fresh from slavery,
to a strong, overwhelmingly free community less wracked by class and intraracial
divisions than were other cities. Almost from the start, Phillips states, Baltimore's
African Americans forged their own freedom and actively defended it--in a state that
maintained slavery and whose white leadership came to resent the liberties the city's
black people had achieved.
The Dark IsleHead of Zeus Ltd
All families have secrets. But some have more secrets than others. Jim is a brilliant
raconteur whose stories get taller with each glass of whisky. His daughter Sam thinks
it's time she found out the truth about her dad. On holiday in Orkney, Sam spies on Jim
as he travels across the island. What has he hidden in the abandoned watchtower?
Who is he meeting in the stone circle at dusk? And why is he suddenly obsessed with
Norse myths? As Sam is drawn into Jim's shadowy world, she begins to realise that
pursuing the truth is not as simple as it seems... Set against the harsh beauty of the
remote Scottish islands of Orkney, inspired by the author's own childhood, this is a
gripping first novel from an astonishing new talent.
This detailed account of early office working conditions and practices draws on archival
and anecdotal data to analyze women officeworkers' ambitions and explore how the
influences of scientific management, personnel management, and secondary vocational
education affected office workplaces and hierarchies. "A richly textured and interesting
book. . . . Enriches our understanding of the history of the labor force in general and
office work in particular." -- American Historical Review "Strom shows, better than any
other labor historian has, how class, age, and marital status divided women in the
office." -- Women's Review of Books "Using massive quantitative and qualitative data,
the author thoroughly examines the social conditions, prevailing ideologies, and
individual responses involved. . . . Well recommended." -- Choice
An analysis of the soundtracks in contemporary Australian cinema
'The best crime novel ever written' - Elmore Leonard When small-time gunrunner Eddie
Coyle is convicted on a felony, he's looking at three years in the pen - that is, unless he
sells out one of his big-fish clients to the DA. But which of the many hoods, gunmen
and executioners he calls his friends should he send up river?Set on the mean streets
of Boston and told almost entirely in crackling dialogue by a vivid cast of cops and
lowlifes, The Friends of Eddie Coyle set a standard for authentically gritty crime fiction
that has never been bettered.
Short subject films have a long history in American cinemas. These could be anywhere
from 2 to 40 minutes long and were used as a "filler" in a picture show that would
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include a cartoon, a newsreel, possibly a serial and a short before launching into the
feature film. Shorts could tackle any topic of interest: an unusual travelogue, a comedy,
musical revues, sports, nature or popular vaudeville acts. With the advent of sound-onfilm in the mid-to-late 1920s, makers of earlier silent short subjects began
experimenting with the short films, using them as a testing ground for the use of sound
in feature movies. After the Second World War, and the rising popularity of television,
short subject films became far too expensive to produce and they had mostly
disappeared from the screens by the late 1950s. This encyclopedia offers
comprehensive listings of American short subject films from the 1920s through the
1950s.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
San Diego Writer's Festival Mystery Writer of the Year for 2021 Anthony, Shamus, and
Lefty Award-winning Author Will Rick Cahill survive an insidious disease long enough to
see his first-born child—or will sadistic killers murder him first? Rick Cahill is finally living
a settled, happy life. His fiancée, Leah Landingham, is pregnant with their first child and
he is doing PI work that pays well and keeps him out of danger. Then a doctor gives
him the bad news about the headaches he's been suffering—CTE, the pro football
disease that leads to senility and early death—a secret he keeps from Leah and his best
friend Moira MacFarlane. When Moira asks him to monitor her son, Luke—who's broken
a restraining order to stay away from his girl-friend—a simple surveillance explodes into
greed, deceit, and murder. Luke goes missing, and Rick's dogged determination
compels him to follow clues that lead to the exploration of high finance and DNA cancer
research. Ultimately, Rick is forced to battle sadistic killers as he tries to find Luke and
stay alive long enough to see the birth of his child. Perfect for fans of Michael Connelly
and John Sandford While all of the novels in the Rick Cahill PI Crime Series stand on
their own and can be read in any order, the publication sequence is: Yesterday's Echo
Night Tremors Dark Fissures Blood Truth Wrong Light Lost Tomorrows Blind Vigil Last
Redemption Doomed Legacy (coming November 2022)
'Talent. You've either got it or you haven't.' Not true, actually. In The Talent Code,
award-winning journalist Daniel Coyle draws on cutting-edge research to reveal that, far
from being some abstract mystical power fixed at birth, ability really can be created and
nurtured. In the process, he considers talent at work in venues as diverse as a music
school in Dallas and a tennis academy near Moscow to demonstrate how the wiring of
our brains can be transformed by the way we approach particular tasks. He explains
what is really going on when apparently unremarkable people suddenly make a major
leap forward. He reveals why some teaching methods are so much more effective than
others. Above all, he shows how all of us can achieve our full potential if we set about
training our brains in the right way.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873
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are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional
Globe (1833-1873)
AN FT BUSINESS BOOK OF THE MONTH The book that will make you rethink
everything you thought you knew about data, privacy and the future of Big Tech. 'We
are currently living in a moment of extreme pessimism about data. This book will
change your mind.' Almost everything we do generates data. Digital technology is now
so pervasive that it's very hard to escape its influence, and with that growth comes fear.
But whatever the news has told you about data and technology, think again. Data
expert and tech insider Sam Gilbert shows that, actually, this data revolution could be
the best thing that ever happened to us. Good Data examines the incredible new ways
this information explosion is already helping us – whether that's combating inequality,
creating jobs, advancing the frontiers of knowledge or protecting us from coronavirus –
and explains why the best is yet to come. Data touches everything, from our biggest
hates (online advertising) to our greatest loves (our pets), and in this fascinating new
book, Gilbert explores how, if we can embrace the revolution (even the ads), we could
all live vastly improved lives. We are standing on the edge of greatness, we just need to
know how to get there.
Lists every member of the U.S. House and Senate since 1789, with brief biographical
entries on each member.
Sam Coyle's father lived in the shadows – an undercover agent among the spies and
radicals of Cold War London. That world claimed his life, and Sam is haunted by his
absence. He left nothing behind but his enemies; nothing to his daughter but his
tradecraft and paranoia. Now, her boyfriend Luke is missing too – the one person she
could trust, vanished into the fog on the Kentish coast. To find him, Sam must follow
uncertain leads into a labyrinth of blind channels and shifting ground. She must
navigate the treacherous expanse of the salt marsh... What people are saying about
THE SALT MARSH: 'One of my favourite books, I loved it' 'A fast moving and gripping
thriller you can't put down' 'I would urge you to read it if you like your crime multifaceted with more of a literary leaning. Highly recommend' 'I can assure you it's
haunting, and also very well written and evocative with a great sense of tension'
From acclaimed author and screenwriter Derek Haas comes a unique and thrilling twist on a
family story—what happens when an elite assassin becomes a father?
Since 1957, Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and celebrating for
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, historical milestones, famous birthdays, festivals,
sporting events and much more. "The Oxford English Dictionary of holidays."--NPR's Planet
Money.
Historical papers are prefixed to several issues.
'Reads like a classic nineteenth-century mystery with a twist, richly dark and full of gaslit
menace' LESLEY THOMSON. They will see me hang for this. London, 1855. In the grey mist
of the early morning a body is dumped on the shore of the Thames by a boatman in a metal
canoe. The city is soon alive with talk of the foreign killer and his striking accomplice: a young
woman dressed in widow's weeds. Branna 'Birdie' Quinn's sleeplessness led her to the river
that morning, but was it only thoughts of her drowned husband that kept her awake? She has
always been wilful, haughty, different... but is she a murderess? To clear her name, Birdie
must retrace the dead man's footsteps to Orkney and the far north. A dangerous journey for a
woman alone, but one she must make in order to save her neck from the hangman's noose.
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This gripping, richly layered historical thriller is perfect for fans of The Familiars, The House
Between Tides and The Confessions of Franny Langton. Reviews for Clare Carson: 'Superb
storytelling, clever and convoluted plotting, and a wonderful sense of time and place' CRIME
REVIEW. 'Meaty, beautifully written and original' IRISH INDEPENDENT. 'Original and
absorbing' LITERARY REVIEW.
Sam grew up in the shadow of the secret state. Her father was an undercover agent, full of tall
stories about tradecraft and traitors. Then he died, killed in the line of duty. Now Sam has
travelled to Hoy, in Orkney, to piece together the puzzle of her father's past. Haunted by
echoes of childhood holidays, Sam is sure the truth lies buried here, somewhere. What she
finds is a tiny island of dramatic skies, swooping birds, rugged sea stacks and just four
hundred people. An island remote enough to shelter someone who doesn't want to be found.
An island small enough to keep a secret...
On July 2 and 3, 1917, race riots rocked the small industrial city of East St. Louis, Illinois.
American Pogrom takes the reader beyond that pivotal time in the city’s history to explore
black people’s activism from the antebellum era to the eve of the post–World War II civil rights
movement. Lumpkins asserts that the race riots were a pogrom—an organized massacre of a
particular ethnic group—orchestrated by certain businessmen intent on preventing black
residents from attaining political power and on turning the city into a “sundown” town
permanently cleared of African Americans, he also demonstrates how the African American
community survived. He situates the activities of the black citizens of East St. Louis in the
context of the larger story of the African American quest for freedom, citizenship, and equality.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
After the initial release in 1983 of Way's Packet Directory, 1848-1983, the demand was
enormous for a similar treatment of the steam towboats that once populated the Mississippi
River System. Captain Frederick Way, Jr., aided by Joseph W. Rutter, gathered together this
wealth of information concerning steamboats that shoved river barges laden with coal,
petroleum products, chemicals, sand, gravel, and similar bulk commodities from the
headwaters of the Ohio River to the jetties of the Mississippi. The steam towboats that
performed these services have completely disappeared from the scene, their places having
been taken by hundreds of modern diesel-propeller towboats, but this thorough and
remarkable reference guide helps preserve their history.
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